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JBL ReptilSpot HaloDym
Halogen spotlight with daylight spectrum 

Suitable for:

Facilitates the plant growth and vitality of the animals: special spotlight made of neodymium glass with
balanced daylight spectrum

Warmth regulation modelled on nature by sunbathing under the lamp, facilities natural behaviour
through UV-A proportion 

High-contrast colour reproduction, 30 % energy savings and twice the service life compared to
conventional incandescent lamps.

Ideal warm colour temperature of 2700 K

Package contents: halogen spotlight with daylight spectrum, HaloDym

You may also be interested in You can find a complete overview here: https://www.jbl.de/qr/61866

JBL SOLAR REPTIL
JUNGLE T8

T8 terrarium fluorescent tube
for rainforest animals

JBL SOLAR REPTIL SUN
T8

Special T8 terrarium fluoresc.
tube for desert animals

JBL ReptilDay Halogen
Halogen spotlight with daylight

full spectrum 

JBL UV-Spot plus 
UV spotlight with daylight
spectrum for terrariums 
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JBL ReptilSpot HaloDym
Accessories

JBL TerraControl
Thermometer and hygrometer

incl. suction cup

JBL TerraControl Solar
Solar-powered thermometer +

hygrometer for terrariums

JBL TempSet basic
Installation kit for lamps in

terrariums 

JBL TempSet angle
Installation kit for lamps in

terrariums

JBL TempSet connect
Installation kit with connector 

JBL TempSet angle+
connect

Installation kit for lamps in
terrariums

JBL TempProtect light
Reptile thermal burn

protection for JBL TempSets 

JBL TempProtect II
light

Reptile thermal burn
protection for JBL TempSet

items
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JBL ReptilSpot HaloDym
Product information

The lighting of your terrarium depends on the light requirements of your animals: 
- Do your animals need a lot or little light? 
- Do your animals need UV radiation or not? 
- Do your animals need a different temperature during the day than at night? 
- How far away are your animals from the light source? 

By answering these questions, you can decide which type of lamp and possibly additional heating mat
your animals need. Lamps such as the JBL Reptil Day Halogen are ideal for illuminating terrariums with
plants. If the animals require additional UV light, a JBL UV-Spot Plus or a JBL L-U-W lamp is additionally
required. These also simultaneously produce heat. For animals not in need of UV light, such as many
amphibians, the JBL Reptil Day Halogen or JBL LED Daylight are ideal and may, depending on the
animal, need to be supplemented with heat-generating technology. For amphibians from colder regions
simply omit the heat-generating technology.

Nature as a model: 
Terrarium animals are cold-blooded animals, which are strongly dependent on light, particularly on the
quality and intensity of the light. Activity, food intake, digestion or rest phases are influenced by the
change of day and night and the intensity of light. Depending on the light source, there are differences
in output and quality of the light. Besides this, many terrarium animals associate light with heat and
seek light places in the terrarium in order to „bask in the sun“. These considerations are especially
important when choosing heating equipment for desert terrariums. 

Depending on their origin, terrarium animals can require a lot or a little UV light for their well-being. UV-
B stimulates the synthesis of Vitamin D3 from its preliminary stage Vitamin D2. UV-A stimulates
pigmentation. Don’t forget that glass absorbs around 50 % of the UV radiation, so always install the
lamps inside the terrarium.

Further information

FAQ

Blog

Press

Laboratory/calculator

Worth reading

Spare parts

Video

GarantiePlus

Instructions

QR code
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JBL ReptilSpot HaloDym
Food type -

Sub product type lamps

Dosing -


